The Book Thief

ISMYDAOULSTHSNGCY
NHWNXPXLUOTXTTPSNIN
XGEOIQHPBCMARIOE
SBCHCAIPUIEIYNMM
RJSTSDVSFNDDHQNY
ETTECPITHRYAUYN
GJSARMIIISOATFTRAH
GERMANYCKWASOMSE
IRMSDGMCPIBIWSXH
DEVASTATIONTORNAG
ECPUEPUSHGNIXOB
VCVOROMGSPWLOQ
AOUJXZIMLXIEHO
RSIMZKOSKZHNMKCBW
GQQVCCSJAWSMBETTO

ACCORDION BOMB BOOK
BOXING COLORS COMMUNIST
DEATH DEVASTATION DRAWINGS
GERMANY GRAVEDIGGERS HARSH
JESSE NIGHTMARES OWENS
PAINTINGS RUNNING SNOWMAN
SOCCE
19 of 19 words were placed into the puzzle.
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